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HUMAN RIGHTS REFLECTED IN *FLOWERS FOR ALGERNON* (1966) NOVEL BY DANIEL KEYES: A SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH

Abstract

This study aims to find out the human rights and analyze the purpose of Daniel Keyes toward *Flowers for Algernon* (1966) novel. The writer uses qualitative method. The writer uses two data sources: primary and secondary. Primary data source is *Flowers for Algernon* (1966) novel by Daniel Keyes. Secondary data source includes literature books, articles, and website that are related to the novel and the author. Method of collecting data is descriptive. Technique of analyzing data uses descriptive qualitative. Based on the sociological analysis, the writer finds five aspects, including: social aspect, economic aspect, scientific and technological aspect, cultural aspect, and religion aspect in the *Flowers for Algernon* (1966) novel by Daniel Keyes. Daniel Keyes states that all of human beings have equal rights, parents must realize their potential child, and as the member of society, we must change our mindset toward disabilities.

Keywords: human rights, the author’s purpose, sociological approach
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